NOTE: PARKING LOTS F & H SERVE THE PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK.

1. REFER TO SHEET G0.30 FOR CONTINUATION OF ACCESSIBLE PATH OF TRAVEL WITHIN IMMEDIATE PROJECT VICINITY.

2. PROJECT ITEMS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT REPRESENTED AS CODE COMPLIANT ARE FOUND TO BE NON-CONFORMING BEYOND REASONABLE CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCES, THEY SHALL BE BROUGHT INTO COMPLIANCE WITH THE CBC AS A PART OF THIS PROJECT BY MEANS OF A CONSTRUCTION CHANGE DOCUMENT.

ACCESSIBLE PATHWAYS AROUND B2100 CONSTRUCTION ZONE
Fall 2021 to Fall 2023

- Accessible Pathways
- Path of Travel (P.O.T.)
- Accessible Entrance
- Path A
- Path B
- Path C
- Path D
- Path E
- Path F
- Path G
- Path H
- Path I
- Path J
- Path K
- Path L
- Path M
- Path N
- Path O
- Path P
- Path Q
- Path R
- Path S
- Path T
- Path U
- Path V
- Path W
- Path X
- Path Y
- Path Z
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